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Abstract- This paper describes RANSAC 

algorithm and suggests its significant 

improvement suitable for utilization with 

nonlinear data set. The massive technological 

advancements around the world have created 

significant challenging competition among 

companies where each of the companies tries to 

attract the customers using different techniques. 

One of the recent techniques is Augmented 

Reality (AR). Augmented reality (AR) is a live, 

direct or indirect, view of a physical, real-world 

environment whose elements are augmented by 

computer-generated sensory input such as 

sound, video, graphics or GPS data. It is related 

to a more general concept called mediated 

reality, in which a view of reality is modified 

(possibly even diminished rather than 

augmented) by a computer. As a result, the 

technology functions by enhancing one’s 

current perception of reality. By contrast, 

virtual reality replaces the real world with a 

simulated one. Artificial information about the 

environment and its objects can be overlaid on 

the real world. AR technology includes head-

mounted displays and virtual retinal displays 

for visualization purposes, and construction of 

controlled environments containing sensors and 

actuators. The basic idea of augmented reality 

is to superimpose graphics, audio and other 

sensory enhancements over a real-world 

environment in real time. 

     Keywords: Augmented Reality, mediated 

reality, random sample consensus (RANSAC), 

superimpose. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

What is augmented reality? An AR system 

supplements the real world with virtual 

(computer-generated) objects that appear to 

coexist in the same space as the real world. 

While many researchers broaden the dentition 

of AR beyond this vision, we define an AR 

system to have the following properties: 

 Combines real and virtual objects in a real 

environment 

 Runs interactively, and in real time 

 Registers (aligns) real and virtual objects with 

each other. 

AR can potentially apply to all senses, 

including hearing, touch, and smell. Certain AR 

applications also require removing real objects 

from the perceived environment, in addition to 

adding virtual objects. For example, an AR 

visualization of a building that stood at a 

certain location might remove the building that 

exists there today. Some researchers call the 

task of removing real objects mediated or 

diminished reality, but we consider it a subset 

of AR. 

Milgram defined a continuum of real-to-

virtual environments, in which AR is one part 

of the general area of mixed reality (Figure 1). 

In both augmented virtuality, in which real 

objects are added to virtual ones, and virtual 

environments (or virtual reality), the 

surrounding environment is virtual, while in 

AR the surrounding environment is real.  

 

We focus on AR and don’t cover augmented 

virtuality or virtual environments.  

 
Figure 1: Reality Virtuality Consecutive 
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A typical AR system includes a display and a 

motion tracker with associated software. The 

software reads the tracking events to know the 

position of the display and renders the virtual 

objects. In order to render correctly, the virtual 

objects and the real world need to be registered. 

This registration implies that the geometry of 

the virtual camera where the augmentation 

takes place is known with respect to the real 

world. Visual markers are widely used in the 

existing AR systems. For example, 

ArToolKit[7], Auto-assembly[12], Outdoor 

tracking[10], CyliCon [8, 1], ArLoc[18], and 

CyberCode[13] all use visual marker based 

systems for motion tracking and pose 

estimation. The performance of such AR 

systems depend highly on the performance of 

marker detection, decoding and pose 

estimation. Currently, there are more than a few 

existing marker tracking systems. Depending 

on the particular application, there are different 

tracking and pose estimation requirements. For 

instance, 3D graphic objects often need to be 

superimposed in good alignment with the real 

world. This requires the tracker to provide very 

accurate pose estimation. While in the case that 

only text information is displayed, the 

registration requirement is not as severe. In 

simple office applications a few markers may 

suffice. In large industrial applications 

hundreds or thousands of uniquely coded 

markers may become necessary. It is desirable 

to enable the AR application developer to 

determine which marker system is the most 

suitable for a given AR application. Even 

though there is effort made to explore marker-

less or feature based tracking and 3D 

reconstruction, AR applications are expected to 

continue to use visual markers for the 

foreseeable future. In the AR applications, the 

square shaped vision markers are the most 

commonly used ones. The reason is probably 

that a square shape provides at least 4 co-planar 

corresponding points so that the camera 

calibration can be carried out with a single 

marker in the scene. On the contrary, a circular 

marker can only provide one point 

correspondence, i.e. the center, unless the circle 

itself is used. If the center is used, at least 3 

circular markers with known 3D positions have 

to be captured in the same image for pose 

estimation. In this paper we focus our 

evaluation work on the marker tracking systems 

of square shaped planar visual markers. 

 

II.   RELATED WORK  

The RANSAC algorithm has been highly 

successful as an outlier-rejection scheme in the 

visual pipeline and has become popularized due 

to its speed and efficiency. Using global shutter 

cameras, both the monocular 5-point algorithm 

and stereo-pair, 3-point algorithm are widely 

used, most notably on the Mars Exploration 

Rovers. Although the use of CMOS technology 

is desirable due to low cost and widespread 

availability, the addition of a temporal 

parameter to the standard camera model causes 

nontrivial and unhandled complexities in the 

mature visual pipeline. For this reason, the 

available literature concerning the use of 

rolling-shutter-type imagery is sparse in 

comparison to that of global-shutter imagery. 

Although much of the existing rolling-shutter 

literature makes use of special cases, there are 

still a few pieces of work that properly account 

for the 6D sensor motion. However, many of 

these methods stray from using RANSAC as an 

outlier-rejection scheme.  

Early work by Ait-Aider et al. derives a 

nonlinear, least-squares estimator for the 

velocity of a monocular rolling-shutter camera 

over a single frame of data; in order to find this 

velocity over only a single image, a known 

geometric target is used, and the feature 

correspondence is supervised. In a separate 

work, Ait- Aider et al also derive the batch 

nonlinear optimization technique for a stereo 

rig that includes only one rolling- shutter 

camera, and one global-shutter camera. Again, 

this experiment uses a target with known 
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geometry and easy-to-find feature 

correspondences. The possibility of using 

RANSAC is mentioned, but left as a future 

extension. Jia and Evans apply the extended 

Kalman filter (EKF) to a monocular rolling-

shutter camera and use predictive 

measurements from a gyroscope and 

accelerometer. In a similar fashion to 

RANSAC, this algorithm handles outlier 

rejection by applying the EKF correction step 

for multiple feature correspondence hypotheses 

and checking to see which update generated the 

most likely set of inliers. Akin to the classic 

RANSAC algorithm, our proposed method 

does not require additional sensors, such as a 

gyroscope, to find feature correspondences.  

The most prominent visual pipeline using a 

rolling-shutter camera is the full bundle 

adjustment algorithm formulated by Hedborg et 

al., which uses a form of pose interpolation 

between nominal image times. The primary 

outlier-rejection scheme used in this work is a 

cross-check method, which makes no use of 

camera geometry and relies on the use of a 

feature tracker, such as Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi 

(KLT). After an initial bundle-adjustment step, 

a second stage of outlier rejection is applied by 

checking point triangulations from multiple 

viewpoints. In an earlier work, Hedborg et al. 

note that the use of a cross check with KLT is 

ideal for sensors with a very high framerate. In 

contrast to the 30Hz camera used by Hedborg 

et al., the proposed research aims to find feature 

correspondences between rolling-shutter- type 

images taken at 2Hz. Furthermore, Hedborg et 

al. take advantage of a secondary rejection step 

that is tightly coupled with the estimation phase 

of the visual pipeline. Using an identical two-

axis, scanning lidar to this research, Dong et al. 

perform a similar style of pose interpolation to 

the one seen by Hedborg et al. In this pipeline, 

the typical 3-point RANSAC algorithm is 

applied with a very loose threshold that allows 

for some outliers. In the estimation phase, a 

robust M-estimation scheme is then used to try 

to minimize the effect of incorrectly matched 

features. By using a constant-velocity model in 

the RANSAC algorithm, the proposed method 

aims to remove all outlier rejection burden from 

the estimation phase. 

 

III.    MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS  

 

A. The Marker Systems 

  
Figure 2: Sample markers for ArToolKit. 

The ATK markers come with the ArToolKit 

(ATK). Figure 2 shows two ATK markers. A 

marker is coded with the pattern inside the 

inner square of the marker. The marker 

decoding is based on a highly simplified 

template matching algorithm that compares 

three of the geometry invariants of the marker 

region with those of the patterns pre-registered 

in the system. The source codes of ArToolKit 

for both UNIX and Windows systems are 

generously available online for free, together 

with documents, sample programs, and other 

utilities for camera calibration, virtual object 

overlay, etc. We found that the ATK package is 

well documented and very easy to use. The 

ATK marker system is widely used for AR 

application prototyping. 

Although ARToolKit is useful for many 

applications, there are some drawbacks. First of 

all the detection process is threshold based. A 

single threshold can easily fail to detect 

markers under different illumination conditions, 

even within the same image. For example, it 

can happen that the white level at one marker 

edge is darker than the black level at the 

opposite edge. As a result users often have 

modified the code to perform local 

thresholding, or to run multiple detection runs 

for a single image, each with a different 

threshold. Furthermore the marker verification 

and identification mechanism using correlation 
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causes high false positive and inter-marker 

confusion rates. With increasing library size the 

marker uniqueness is reduced, which again 

increases the inter-marker confusion rate. The 

processing time also depends on the library 

size, since every feature vector must be 

correlated with every prototype vector in the 

library. And for each marker there exist several 

prototype vectors to cover the four possible 

rotations as well as different lightning and 

distance conditions. 

 

B. RANSAC Based Line Segment Detector 

The line detector used in our application 

must find marker edges accurately, so that their 

intersections, the marker's corner points, can be 

located. Moreover the proposed marker 

detection front end should allow an Augmented 

Reality application to run in real time, so a very 

fast line detector is required. Since we need an 

efficient detector, and also want to be able to 

easily add problem-specific heuristics when 

detecting markers, pixel connectivity edge 

linking algorithms seem to be best suited, 

because they are said to outperform other 

approaches. A very efficient line detector out of 

this category is described. It consists of two 

steps: a sparse sampling of the image data and a 

RANSAC-grouper, which follows the 

hypothesize-and-test scheme. 

In the first step the algorithm tries to find 

candidate points for lines, so called edgels. To 

avoid processing of all pixels in an image this is 

done on a rather coarse sampling grid, making 

the algorithm very fast. The sampling grid is 

usually rectangular and consists of widely 

spaced horizontal and vertical scan lines, but 

other directions for the scan lines are also 

possible. Each of these scan lines is convolved 

with a one-dimensional derivative of Gaussian 

kernel to calculate the component of the 

intensity gradient along the scan line. Local 

maxima of the intensity gradient that are greater 

than a certain threshold are considered edgels, 

and the orientation of each edgel is calculated. 

Note that the orientation of edgels, and with it 

the orientation of line segments and finally 

lines, can take on values from 0 to 360, 

depending on the image's intensity values. This 

means that edgels that are located at a black-

white edge and edgels that are located at a 

white-black edge of same direction differ about 

180 in their orientation. From the above 

description it is evident that the detector can be 

tuned to a certain line orientation by aligning 

the scan lines perpendicular to this orientation. 

In the second stage a RANSAC-grouper is 

used to find straight line segments on the basis 

of the edgels found in the first stage. Therefore 

the image is divided into small regions which 

are processed consecutively by the grouper. To 

hypothesize a line the RANSAC-grouper uses 

two randomly chosen edgels, whose 

orientations are compatible with the line 

connecting them. Now the number of edgels 

that support the hypothesis is determined. To 

count as a supporting edgel for a line 

hypothesis the edgel must lie close to the 

considered line and have an orientation 

compatible with it. This process of 

hypothesizing lines and counting their 

supporting edgels is repeated several times in 

order to find the line that receives the most 

support. If this dominant line has enough 

support, it is deemed present in the image, and 

all of its supporting edgels are removed from 

the edgel set. To detect all such dominant lines 

within a region the entire process is repeated 

until either most of the edgels have been 

removed or an upper limit of iterations has been 

reached. After processing all regions in this 

way the detection algorithm is finished. 

The proposed algorithm is extremely fast and 

tunable for both the scale and orientation of the 

desired line segments. A disadvantage is the 

slightly anisotropic detection behavior if a 

rectangular sampling grid is used. The reason 

therefore is the discrimination against diagonal 

line segments caused by the rectangular grid. 
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To improve the performance of the proposed 

line detector in our application we have made a 

little adaptation, because we only want to detect 

black marker borders on bright backgrounds. 

So if we have a color image we can prevent the 

line detector from finding unimportant edgels. 

One of the image's three color channels is 

processed by the line detector as described 

 
Figure 3: The RANSAC-grouper in 

presence of statistical noise and gross 

outliers. Here two line hypotheses are tested. 

Line ab has 12 supporting edgels (edgels 

within the dotted boundaries), whereas line 

cd has only 3. Hence line ab is deemed 

present in the image, and line cd is ruled out. 

The outliers are represented by open circles.  

The only difference is that if an edgel is 

found in this color channel we also have to 

ensure that there is an approximately equally 

strong edgel at the same position in each of the 

remaining two channels. Strong edgels that 

have almost the same intensity gradient value in 

all three color channels correspond to black-

white edges, whereas edgels with different 

values correspond to color edges. Removing 

such superuous color edgels decreases the 

algorithm run time, as less edgels have to be 

considered in the line finding step, and 

increases robustness at the same time, since a 

lot of irrelevant lines are not even detected. Of 

course if the input image is a gray value image, 

and therefore consists of only one single 

channel, we cannot distinguish between 

important and superuous edgels. In this case all 

strong edgels must be processed.  

C.  Merging of Line Segments 

After the first step we only have rather short 

line segments. In order to obtain longer lines 

we must merge corresponding line segments. 

We do so by testing all merging possibilities. 

Two line segments are merged if they meet two 

criteria. First their orientations must be 

compatible. This is a pretty obvious criterion 

since we want to find straight lines. We define 

a maximum allowed orientation difference, and 

only line segment pairs that have an orientation 

difference smaller than this threshold are 

further examined. But just checking the 

orientations of two line segments is of course 

not sufficient, because this would lead to the 

situation that parallel line segments that do not 

lie on the same line are merged too. 

Therefore the second criterion relates to the 

connection line of the two line segments. The 

orientation of the connection line must also be 

compatible with the orientations of the two line 

segments. Since the connection line now must 

have an orientation similar to the line segments, 

parallel line segments that do not lie on the 

same line are no longer merged. But there is 

still one case left in which non-corresponding 

line segments are merged. Imagine, for 

example, that several markers are visible in an 

image, and that these markers are aligned on a 

regular grid. With the merging tests defined so 

far it would be possible that line segments of 

neighboring markers link together (they as well 

as their connection line have similar 

orientations). This would result in long lines 

bridging over any other image regions, like the 

white background that surrounds the markers. 

To avoid this we have to check the connection 

line point by point. The gradient orientation at 

all points of the connection line must be 

compatible with its orientation. The calculation 

of the gradient orientations is the same as for 

edgels. Finally line segments that also pass this 

last test are merged. 
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(a) Scan whole image(b) Detected markers 

 

   
(c) Scan only image regions(d) Detected markers 

according to detected 

markers 

Figure 4: Marker tracking. 

First markers are searched in the whole 

image (Figure 4a). Then the detected 

markers (Figure 4b) are used to concentrate 

the search effort on image areas that 

contained a marker in the previous frame 

(Figure 4c). Usually all markers are found 

again (Figure 4d). Note that the individual 

image areas in Figure 4c are subdivided into 

nine subregions, and that the central 

subregion is not processed, because it mainly 

covers the marker's internal pattern. 
 

Up to now nothing has been said about the 

distance between line segments in the merging 

process. Of course we want to link line 

segments that are close to each other, because 

such line segments are likely to belong to the 

same line. Hence in an early version of the 

merging algorithm we used a threshold value 

for the maximum allowed distance. The 

problem was that on the one hand if the value 

was too small not all corresponding line 

segments were merged, so that the result 

contained gaps. On the other hand choosing a 

too great value could lead to the situation that 

exterior line segments of a line were merged 

first. As a result it could happen that interior 

line segments were not merged with the line 

anymore, because the distance to the line's end 

points was too long now. And the remaining 

line segments could easily cause problems in 

later stages. To overcome this problem we 

ordered the line segment merging process. Now 

it starts with the two compatible line segments 

with the shortest connection line, then come the 

two compatible line segments with the second 

shortest connection line, and so on. In this way 

we ensure that closer line segments are merged 

before line segments that are farther apart. 

To decrease the run time of our algorithm 

two merging steps are carried out. As already 

mentioned in Section B, the image is 

partitioned into small regions in order to obtain 

line segments. The first merging step is carried 

out per region and only takes line segments of 

the current region into account. The second 

merging step is then applied to the whole 

image. With the two step approach we avoid 

having to check all line segment combinations 

within the whole image, because the local 

merging step reduces the number of line 

segments significantly for the global run. 

 

IV. ALGORITHM PROCESS  

The RANSAC algorithm is a learning 

technique to estimate parameters of a model by 

random sampling of observed data. Given a 

dataset whose data elements contain both 

inliers and outliers, RANSAC uses the voting 

scheme to find the optimal fitting result. Data 

elements in the dataset are used to vote for one 

or multiple models. The implementation of this 

voting scheme is based on two assumptions: 

that the noisy features will not vote consistently 

for any single model (few outliers) and there 

are enough features to agree on a good model 

(few missing data). The RANSAC algorithm is 

essentially composed of two steps that are 

iteratively repeated: 

1. In the first step, a sample subset 

containing minimal data items is randomly 
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selected from the input dataset. A fitting model 

and the corresponding model parameters are 

computed using only the elements of this 

sample subset. The cardinality of the sample 

subset is the smallest sufficient to determine the 

model parameters. 

2. In the second step, the algorithm checks 

which elements of the entire dataset are 

consistent with the model instantiated by the 

estimated model parameters obtained from the 

first step. A data element will be considered as 

an outlier if it does not fit the fitting model 

instantiated by the set of estimated model 

parameters within some error threshold that 

defines the maximum deviation attributable to 

the effect of noise. 

 

          
A data set with many        Fitted line with RANSAC; 

outliers for which a line      outliers have no influence 

has to be fitted.       on the result. 

 

The set of inliers obtained for the fitting 

model is called consensus set. The RANSAC 

algorithm will iteratively repeat the above two 

steps until the obtained consensus set in certain 

iteration has enough inliers. 

The input to the RANSAC algorithm is a set 

of observed data values, a way of fitting some 

kind of model to the observations, and some 

confidence parameters. RANSAC achieves its 

goal by repeating the following steps: 

 

1. Select a random subset of the original 

data. Call this subset the hypothetical inliers. 

2. A model is fitted to the set of 

hypothetical inliers. 

3. All other data are then tested against the 

fitted model. Those points that fit the estimated 

model well, according to some model-specific 

loss function, are considered as part of the 

consensus set. 

4. The estimated model is reasonably good 

if sufficiently many points have been classified 

as part of the consensus set. 

5. Afterwards, the model may be improved 

by re-estimating it using all members of the 

consensus set. 

This procedure is repeated a fixed number of 

times, each time producing either a model 

which is rejected because too few points are 

part of the consensus set, or a refined model 

together with a corresponding consensus set 

size. In the latter case, we keep the refined 

model if its consensus set is larger than the 

previously saved model. 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

We have presented a fast and robust marker 

detection front end inspired by the ARTag 

system. By using an edge based approach we 

gain robustness against changing lighting 

conditions and occlusions. The researches 

revealed the advantages of our algorithm over 

threshold based systems in cases of changing 

illumination and marker occlusion. 

However, there is still room for future 

research. For example, if a marker is occluded 

by a very dark object this object might form a 

black-white edge with the bright background 

surrounding the marker. Thus our algorithm 

cannot distinguish the object's edge from the 

marker's edges, and so the detection process, if 

it was not restricted, could find more than four 

corners for a single marker. But just restricting 

the maximum allowed number of corners per 

marker to four does not ensure that the four 

right corners are chosen. One has to examine all 

detected corners and choose that sequence of 

four corners that represents the marker best. 

This might be achieved by using heuristics (e.g. 

searched quadrangles must be convex) or the 

tracking history. 
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